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This is the name of this young group that, in less than 10 years on the road, is considered one of the biggest 
and most important bands in Brazilian Heavy Metal history.
Starting in 2014, its brief, but intense history brings some legends of the so-called “Brazilian metal scene” 
that left their marks on worldwide renowned bands: Shaman, Angra and Project46. They also have in their 
line-up legendary North American guitarist Mike Orlando, who sold hundreds of thousands of album copies 
with ADRENALINE MOB and was listed a top 100 guitar player of all time and also a top 10 superstar of the 
year 2008 by Guitar Player Magazine.
IconicIconic concerts, bold tours, thrilling music videos and guest appearances by Heavy Metal legends from all 
over the world, such as Michael Kiske (Helloween, Unisonic), Mike Portnoy, James Labrie (Dream Theater), 
Russell Allen (Symphony X, Adrenaline Mob), Michael Romeo (Symphony X), Edu Falaschi, among others, 
consolidate the band as a true jewel of Brazilian Heavy Metal.
Some of Noturnall’s accomplishments include:
 • National record of album sales for their three albums and two DVDs;
  • A successful tour covering more than 10 states through the four corners of Brazil, featuring MIKE 
PORTNOY and EDU FALASCHI as special guests;
 • Two music videos (studio and live versions) and a DVD featuring RUSSELL ALLEN (SYMPHONY X);
 • Music video with Brazilian Music legend NEY MATOGROSSO, shot at the breathtaking “Museu do 
Amanhã” (Museum of Tomorrow) in Rio de Janeiro.
 • Only Brazilian band to have a music video with a real car rollover in Hollywood fashion;
  • Only South American band to produce, perform and record as DVD a concert with drummer and drum kit 
spinning 360 degrees becoming fully upside-down, with the singer entering the stage ziplining, besides laser 
lights shows, CO² and many other audiovisual resources.
 • First Metal band to feature two drummers playing simultaneously and dueling, both in a music video and 
in concert, one of them being the legend MIKE PORTNOY;
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and MPB singer known for having introduced CAETANO VELOSO), which was heavily praised by the public, 
critics and all Brazilian media, considered as one of the highlights of the whole festival;
 • Concert and m\usic video recorded at Porto Seguro Theater, featuring illusionism and Freak Circus style

 magic tricks, with Dream Theater’s James LaBrie as special guest;
  • Only Brazilian band to release a series of acoustic videos recorded in iconic USA tourist sites, such as 
the Georgia Guidestones, Jack Daniel’s Distillery, Cloudland Canyon State Park and the birthplace of 
Rock’n’Roll - Sun Studios - among others;
 • Band credited, along with speakers brand Edifier, for inventing the DLP (Digital Long Play) format for 
commercializing music;
 • Three tours in Europe and many more in Latin America;
  • Countless times listed as one of the top national bands of the year by Brazil’s most important music 
media vehicles;
 • Having a livestreaming event praised by Facebook itself for its quality;
 • Acts of solidarity: releasing songs supporting special social causes, such as child cancer, and donating 
their revenues to related charity foundations.

 First Brazilian band to shoot a 
DVD in Russia, during an 
extraordinary tour with American 
band DISTURBED;
  • First Brazilian band to record a 
DVD in its first ever gig, which was 
sold-out and took place in a 
crowded Carioca Club in São 
Paulo;
  • Three Rock in Rio 
appearances, the first one in 2015 
(Rock in Rio 30th anniversary) 
featuring MICHAEL KISKE 
(HELLOWEEN) and MARIA 
ODETTE (Thiago Bianchi’s mother 
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Production was shared between FX Render, from acclaimed director Alex Batista, Foggy Films and Fusão 
Studios, directed and produced by band members Thiago Bianchi and Junior Carelli themselves (as were all 
other band’s music videos to that date). 

“First Night Live” was released in September, 2014, during Expomusic, a famous music fair in Brazil.

After that, the group departed for its first Brazilian tour, through over 15 states, aboard their own bus, donated 
by sponsors. The first tour is followed by a European tour through 12 countries. 

TTouring in support for their first release was a huge success, inspiring the band to write their second album 
shortly after.
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Even from the cover art, it was possible to feel what was coming. Once again signed by renowned graphic 
artist Carlos Fides, the cover accurately depicts the band’s vision on Brazil's government and political 
situation. The image shows the band’s traditional mascot - a female zombie named “Jurará” by their fans in 
a contest promoted by their Fan Club - setting Brazil’s capital, Brasília, on fire, while holding a gas gallon with 
a PETROBRAS logo, a reference to scandals happening in the country at that time. For that reason, this 
cover art was banned from many of the country’s media vehicles, reinforcing the belief the band had that what 
was happening there was something wrong that should be exposed to the world.was happening there was something wrong that should be exposed to the world.
Renowned journalist “Marcos Garcia” said: “...in general, a band’s second album is always anxiously awaited 
and this factor becomes even more evident when we talk about a successful band, recognized for a 
high-level work. Obviously many expected something to go wrong, 

bbut Noturnall didn’t disappoint and returns with its second album, whose title is a declaration for its 
detractors. ‘Back to Fuck You Up!’ brings us some great surprises. Grade 10/10”.

“TERRITÓRIO DA MÚSICA”, a segment of one of Brazil’s biggest sites, “TERRA”, would call the album “a 
true musical journey, that perfectly illustrates the “Social Chaos” in which Brazil is immersed”, ranking it as 
the best Heavy Metal album of the year.

However, every achievement to that point, was nothing compared to what was coming, the band would reach 
an even higher point with its appearance in ROCK IN RIO.

2015 - First ROCK IN RIO

NOTURNALNOTURNALL’s Rock in Rio performance on September, 19th, 2015, solidified their status as one of the 
greatest names of Brazilian Metal, due to the successful audience and media repercussions the festival 
would generate. Here are some of the headlines from Brazil’s biggest media vehicles:

UOL

UOL lists Noturnall’s performance as one of the most important moments in Rock in Rio 30-year history
http://m.folha.uol.com.br/ilustrada/2015/09/1683983-vocalista-de-banda-de-metal-chama-mae-no-palco-do-
rock-in-rio.shtml
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GLOBO:

JORNAL NACIONAL (biggest TV news show in Brazil).
mentions Noturnall and Queen as festival highlights:
http://globotv.globo.com/rede-globo/jornal-nacional/v/freddie-mercury-no-telao-emociona-plateia-do-rock-in-
rio/4480528/

GLOBO highlights NOTURNALL among the festival’s top moments:
http://gshohttp://gshow.globo.com/Musica/Rock-in-Rio/2015/noticia/2015/09/confira-os-melhores-momentos-do-palco-
sunset-no-segundo-dia-de-rock-rio.html

http://globotv.globo.com/multishow/rock-in-rio/v/noturnall-abre-os-shows-do-palco-sunset-no-segundo-dia-d
o-rock-in-rio-2015/4479533/
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G1 (biggest news site in Brazil):

G1 highlights Noturnall among festival week one positive surprises:
http://g1.globo.com/musica/rock-in-rio/2015/noticia/2015/09/rock-rio-2-dia-veja-o-resumo-do-festival-em-vid
eos-fotos-gifs-e-textos.html

http://g1.globo.com/musica/rock-in-rio/2015/noticia/2015/09/noturnall-reune-michael-kiske-mae-de-vocalist
a-e-zumbis-pole-dancers.html

RECORD (second biggestRECORD (second biggest TV channel in Brazil):
http://www.tenhomaisdiscosqueamigos.com/2015/09/19/noturnall-faz-a-festa-dos-fas-de-heavy-metal-que-
chegaram-cedo-ao-rock-in-rio/

R7 (third biggest news site in Brazil):
http://entretenimento.r7.com/blogs/andre-barcinski/metal-salvou-o-rock-in-rio-dos-selfies-20150920/

FOLHA (biggest newspaper in Brazil):
FolhaFolha points out that Rock in Rio attendees were there not only for Metallica, but also for Noturnall, besides 
highlighting Maria Odete’s performance:
“...Michael Kiske sang powerfully, his misfortune was being eclipsed by Maria Odete”
http://www1.folha.uol.com.br/ilustrada/2015/09/1683983-vocalista-de-banda-de-metal-chama-mae-no-palc
o-do-rock-in-rio.shtml

Noturnall stuns and performs with hot zombies and Michael Kiske
NOTURNALL SURPREENDE E FAZ SHOW COM ZOMBI-GATAS E MICHAEL KISKE 
http://musica.uol.com.br/noticias/redacao/2015/09/19/rock-in-rio-noturnall-faz-show-com-michael-kiske-e-http://musica.uol.com.br/noticias/redacao/2015/09/19/rock-in-rio-noturnall-faz-show-com-michael-kiske-e-g
atas-de-biquini.htm

MULTISHOW (biggest cable TV music channel in Brazil):
Noturnall is listed as a top 5 first week highlight, including international acts:
http://multishow.globo.com/especiais/rock-in-rio/materias/top-10-os-momentos-mais-marcantes-do-primeiro
-fim-de-semana-do-rock-rio-2015.htm

MultishowMultishow highlights Noturnall’s pole-dancing zombies as one of the event’s most unconventional 
performances
http://multishow.globo.com/especiais/rock-in-rio/videos/4479575.htm

Noturnall fires up Rock in Rio crowd with their hit song “Fight the System”
http://multishow.globo.com/especiais/rock-in-rio/videos/4479558.htm

Noturnall’s concert has pole-dancing sexy zombies:
http://multishohttp://multishow.globo.com/especiais/rock-in-rio/materias/metal-brasileiro-do-noturnall-abre-o-segundo-dia-
de-rock-rio-com-direito-pole-dance-zumbi.htm

ROLLNGSTONE (Maior revista de música do mundo):
http://rollingstone.uol.com.br/noticia/rock-rio-2015-reforcado-por-ex-helloween-noturnall-faz-show-irreveren
te-na-abertura-do-dia-do-metal/#imagem0

ESTADÃO (second biggest newspaper in Brazil):

Estadão highlights Noturnall among first week top moments:
http://thttp://tv.estadao.com.br/cultura,noturnall-no-rock-in-rio-veja-os-melhores-momentos,487198

WHIPLASH (biggest rock site in Brazil):

WHIPLASH: “one of the best days for Brazil in 30 years of the event”
http://whiplash.net/materias/shows/230770-angra.html
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First, Mike Orlando would be a victim in a terrible accident involving his band Adrenaline Mob’s tour bus, 
taking the life of their bass player and their manager, and leaving all other passengers injured, including 
himself. Therefore, Mike was forced to step away from the band for a while. Meanwhile in Brazil, things would 
get even harder for Noturnall…

ThatThat’s because Thiago Bianchi would be diagnosed with acute pancreatitis, driving some doctors to give him 
less than 20% chance of survival, or even less than a week to live. To any band, two blows like that would be 
a good reason to take a break, or even end, but not for Noturnall, where the effect would be the complete 
opposite!
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This was Noturnall’s comeback. And in the quality of “market case” band, they would innovate again.

Believing this could be their last album, they would compose, in a very unusual way, inside the hospital, and 
in-between procedures, the songs that would constitute the album “9”, a process that would tighten their 
relationship with doctors, justifying the plot for the first music video for the album. The plot tells the emotional 
story of nurse “Camila”, who tended Thiago, and her son “Bruno”, who at age 6 was given only a few months 
to live. All revenue for this song and video would be donated to GRAACC, an institution supporting children 
with cancer. The campaign was successful and would only motivate the band even more to not only come 
back, but also to help those in need.

ConsideringConsidering the doomed and plummeting market of CDs, Noturnall would partner with the biggest speaker 
brand in the world, “Edifier”, to release the first “DLP”, (Digital Long Play) in the history of the music industry.
It consists of an album cover, the size of an LP, including in its interior a pen drive, shaped as a coin with the 
band’s brand, storing every band release to the date.
This release would consolidate them as one of the most visionary bands in the history of Brazilian music.
The format was greatly accepted, selling over five thousand copies in only three months and being adopted 
by many other artists.
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The video features very special 
guests, Stock Car World 
Champions, Cacá Bueno and 
Rubens Barrichello, the latter also 
a former F1 pilot.

It was time to go through a line-up change, welcoming new 
members “Henrique Pucci”, considered a Brazilian Metalcore 
rising star for his time with Project46, and YouTube star guitar 
player Brunno Henrique, as temporary guitarist, while the 
band would wait for Mike Orlando’s recovery and return to 
stage.

In order to present the new line-up at the most Noturnall style In order to present the new line-up at the most Noturnall style 
of innovation possible, the band gathers at the band’s studio, 
Fusão VM&T, and with musical production by Thiago Bianchi 
and video production by Juninho Carelli and his Foggy 
Filmes, Noturnall introduces their new members in a 
Facebook livestream, playing some of the bands songs and 
interacting with the audience.

Also, the manner in which the product would be introduced to the market would also be pioneering. In a 
Facebook and Whatsapp groups with over five thousand fans, Noturnall would release every mix for every 
song before their releases and collect fan feedback, thus resulting in a product acceptance level of almost 
95%, one of their most successful marketing actions. In fact, one of their greatest insights.

TheThe album would also feature another home run among so many band hits, which would be the music video 
for the song “Mysterious”. Recorded at the F1 race track, “Interlagos”, during a Stock Car practice, something 
never done before in the track's history. The plot shows two childhood friends that compete against each 
other after growing up. The band even got its own stylized car with their logo. 

The high level of audio and image quality of this livestream caught the attention of Facebook itself, which 
wrote the band congratulating them on their first-rate work.
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Later, Noturnall was confirmed for their second Rock in Rio 
appearance, this time for the new Sony Filtr Supernova Stage, 
featuring ascending new names of Brazilian Rock.

OnOn the same day, the new single “Scream! For!! Me!!!” is released, 
with so many special features that it is hard to even begin listing. 
Some of them include: guest appearance by Mike Portnoy in an 
unprecedented drum duel with Noturnall’s Henrique Pucci; A real life 
muscle car rollover scene by notorious Brazilian stuntman “Agnaldo 
Dublê”, performing a “Fly Spin”, a stunt only seen in Hollywood-like 
super productions!
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The tour spans over 10 different states and features Mike Portnoy, not only for the live performances, but also 
for a full tour DVD recording. The other tour special guest is former Angra singer Edu Falaschi, who not only 
performs great hits from his career, but also joins Thiago Bianchi in an emotional tribute to Andre Matos.

Once again the band awes the world announcing a nationwide tour, named “Redemption Tour”.
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Em 2020 a banda anuncia uma extensa turnê pela Europa e América do Sul, sendo a maioria das datas em 
companhia do supergrupo americano SONS OF APOLLO, por convite do próprio MIKE PORTNOY, além de 
algumas datas junto com a banda finlandesa SONATA ARCTICA. A turnê começa eletrizante com shows 
memoráveis na Noruega e Suécia, porém é interrompida precocemente quando o mundo dos eventos ao vivo 
é paralizado devido à pandemia de Covid-19. Essa turnê ainda está prevista para ser continuada entre 2022 
e 2023.

Em junho de 2020, a banda faz o lançamento pelo 
YouTube e plataformas de streaming do seu DVD 
e álbum ao vivo “Made in Russia”.
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In 2022, after almost 2 years away from stage, but focusing on completing the songwriting of their new 
album, Noturnall starts the year with a nostalgic concert in SESC 24 de Maio, presenting classic songs, 
mostly from their debut album.

Noturnall will release in 2022 their fourth studio album, entitled “COSMIC REDEMPTION”, showcasing the 
band’s best shape and also featuring as special guests : 

guitarist MARTY FRIEDMAN and 
bassist DAVID ELLEFSON (both 
former MEGADETH), founding 
SYMPHONY X guitarist, 

MICHAEL ROMEO, the internationally 
renowned prog metal drummer,  MIKE 
PORTNOY (ex-DREAM THEATER, THE 
WINERY DOGS, SONS OF APOLLO), who 
previously toured with the band and 
appeared in the video for the single 
“SCREAM! FOR!! ME!!!”, and lastly 
Brazilian MPB legend, NEBrazilian MPB legend, NEY 
MATOGROSSO. 



For the second half of the year, a new Latin American 
and European tour through more than 20 countries 
together with SONS OF APOLLO is scheduled, before 
crowning another great year with their THIRD Rock in 
Rio appearance. Moreover, the band is also expected to 
confirm a Japanese tour and be announced in the lineup 
of two more major festivals in December.

The band has a very busy touring schedule already confirmed for 2022, which started with a 10-show South 
American tour together with SHAMAN, crossing all Brazilian regions. This tour was part of an initiative from 
NOTURNALL together with their manager, Maurício Tarrago, with the intention to unite the most 
representative Brazilian Heavy Metal bands. Thus, the BRAZILIAN METAL ALLIANCE was born.

During the tour, the band was invited by “Estúdio Showlivre” for a pioneer online performance in their new 
pay-per-view format through Showlivre PLAY, in a combination of concert and interview. The host introduced 
the band with the following words: “we are pleased to welcome in Showlivre PLAY one of the best bands in 
the world, Noturnall”. The event was live streamed with fans all over the world buying tickets to watch and 
interact with the show.
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Between the months of April and May, 2022, NOTURNALL had a full schedule, not only filled with concerts, 
but also with a sequence bombastic news, keeping the band constantly in the media.

\

First,First, “RESET THE GAME”, the powerful and frenetic opening track of the album, was released exclusively 
on YouTube, with a music video showing studio and live band footage, in “making of” format. The video 
reached 150k views in less than a month and got a lot of press from Brazilian metal media, highlighting all 
members’ performance on an extremely fast and technical song and the standout lyrics containing straight-up 
social criticism, not common for this musical style. In the words of Wikimetal site, “Noturnall brings strong 
lyrics and brutal criticism – both in words and sound – to the system that rules people’s lives in society, (...) 
still far from embracing changes capable of taking humanity to a higher state”.still far from embracing changes capable of taking humanity to a higher state”.



Museum of Tomorrow (MUSEU DO AMANHÃ). While parts featuring MIKE ORLANDO were filmed back in 
New York. Directed by Alex Batista, who works with many of Brazil’s top artists. 

The video debuted live on television through Brazil on a top Brazilian TV network in one of the most watched 
late night talk shows worldwide, “THE NOITE”, hosted by DANILO GENTILI. 

Besides its huge live TV audience, YouTube videos from the interview and the music video accounted for 
more than 500k views in less than a month.

Shortly after, the band 
announced that they would 
appear on nationwide TV to 
release yet another music 
video, with a very special 
guest. “O TEMPO NÃO 
PÁRA”, (“TIME DOESN’T 
STSTOP'') is a quintessential 
Brazilian rock anthem 
composed by notable 
Brazilian artist, CAZUZA 
(R.I.P.). The song was 
recorded with one of his 
oldest friends, the legendary, 
NENEY MATOGROSSO, and 
filmed at Rio’s neofuturistic, 
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For three times during the course of one month, the Band became a trending topic in Brazil. First for 
releasing a music video with Brazilian music legend NEY MATOGROSSO, then appearing on “The Noite”, 
the most watched late night talk show in Brazil and one of the most watched in the world. Lastly, the band 
caught all the country’s attention again after recording a live DVD in the astonishing venue Opera the 
Arame, in the city of Curitiba, presenting a super produced show, being the first band in South America to 
have drummer and drum kit spinning 360 degrees, becoming completely upside down, while the singer 
entered the stage ziplining, as well as making use of laser lights and many other audiovisual eentered the stage ziplining, as well as making use of laser lights and many other audiovisual effects.
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Also during this period, the band shot another video, this time for the song “TRY HARDER”. The innovation 
this time is up to the filming site, the infamous “FAVELA DA ROCINHA”, Brazil’s largest favela seen in films 
such as “FAST & FURIOUS 5: RIO HEIST”, “HULK”, and “CITY OF GOD”.

NOTURNALL’s tradition of caring so much for the quality of their videos is progressively paying off, as the 
band is catching the attention of the big media more and more and all main music TV channels in Brazil are 
already scheduling their videos for airtime. 

AA vibrant band with a hunger to take on the world and spread their art and history far. If you are reading 
these lines, you are already a part of it…
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We would like to thank everyone that follows our work and contributes in any possible way. A special thanks 
to our fans and our partners:

SENNHEISER, MOGAMI, PAISTE, NEURAL, TAMA, JACKSON, CHARVEL, OVATION, MARSHALL, GHS 
STRINGS, ROCKTRON, FU-TONE,  EVH, DIMARZIO, FRACTAL, SHRED NECK, DIGITECH, AUDIO 
DREAM, FUSÃO VM&T, AHEAD, AQUARIAN, SKB, AXIS, PAD GORILLA, D’SOLUTION, KICK 
CONTROL, SHU
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